World Space Week Library Ideas
Reach for the stars with World Space Week resources 4 – 10 October, 2018
Celebrate with some activities for young people with titles like these:

Junior non – fiction












Aircraft / Storey Rita. Simple instructions, equipment lists and templates to help you
make working models, including a hot-air balloon, hammer glider, Bernoulli glider, rotocopter, rubber-band aeroplane and a catapult glider. For the budding inventor.
The big book of cartooning: an adventurous journey into the amazing & awesome world
of cartooning! / illustrated and written by Dave Garbot. Includes drawing awesome aliens
Brick by brick space / Warren Elsmore. More than twenty-five amazing projects to build
with your LEGO bricks. Create space stations, satellites, planets, rocket ships, and more.
The funniest space joke book ever / by Joe King; illustrated by Nigel Baines. Why did the
sun go to school? To get brighter! Kids will be over the moon! 7+.
Guinness World Records: science & stuff. Includes: What happens when you burp in
space, Why was cabbage banned on the International Space Station?
How to be a scientist / written by Steve Mould. Provides step-by-step experiment
instructions including: The solar system; Create your own sunrise; Phases of the moon;
and Watch a meteor shower, Make a Sundial.
How to draw amazing airplanes and spacecraft / by Kristen McCurry; Includes Apollo
command module, Space shuttle with rocket launcher and more.
Learn to draw Angry Birds Space / [step-by-step illustrations by Kristina Marroquin-Burr].
Pop, sizzle, boom!: 101 science experiments for the mad scientist in every kid / Amy
Oyler ; Hands-on experiments ranging from physics to geology to astronomy, and more.
Daring and dramatic experiments include: Mentos-powered rockets, solar energy and
more.

Picture books list
Here is a list of picture books for story time during Space Week. Don’t have these titles in
your library? Look for other titles on the same themes on your shelves.
Kanopy
Here is a curated list of films on space for young children. There are lots more titles on the
Kanopy website. Did you know that you can show a Kanopy film in your library? Find out
more here.

Tumble book library









Tom Swift, Young Inventor: Space Hotel (Read-Along)
Let’s Go the History of Transportation by Lizann Flatt
Beautiful Moon by Dawn Jeffers
Faces of the Moon by Bob Crelin
Eight Days Gone by Linda McReynolds
First Mouse on the Moon by Geronimo Stilton
Older than the Stars by Karen C Fox
Night Boy by Anne Laurel Carter

